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We shall not cease from exploration
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.

T.S. Eliot
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Adolph Coors Company
Brewing Division
Golden, Colorado 80401

August 19, 1987

Dr. Frank Newman, President
Education Commission of the States
1860 Lincoln Street, Suite 300
Denver, CO 80295

Dear Dr. Newman:

Americans who traveled to Australia to participate in a cultural exchange, it seems,
took part in a harvest of education-related information. This report is replete with
exchanges that cannot but aid in the ultimate improvement of both educational systems.

The peoples of the world charged with responsibilites for educating future generations,
keeping pace with divergent economies and political systems and staying abreast of
"high tech," are faced with a formidable challenge. They are challenged to evaluate
and examine ways to improve systems and methodology. They are challenged to
coordinate time and energy with the industrial community, to design cooperative
programs with business, and to do all this on a global scale.

As the world shrinks, education, it would seem, must move from traditional incremental
changes to more sweeping transformations if it is to keep pace. Today's advancing
technology demands quicker turnaround than what has been historically true. What
the Americans and the Australians have done is to blaze a trail for future deliberations.
The blending of a wide spectrum of national interests with educational goals can be
the catalyst for improved international relations.

At Adolph Coors Company, we apply our resources to generate interest in education,
to support innovative programs, and to reward creativity. We are pleased to provide
for the printing of this report and trust that it will inspire the reader to loftier goals
in education.

Sincerely,

AD H COORS COMPA Y

muel R. Martinez
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FOREWORD

We went to Australia to gain a new perspective on American education. We put that new
perspective to work on the way back home during an light-hour layover in Hawaii.

Unique among the states, Hawaii is the only U.S. state in which all local schools report
directly to the chief state school officer. There are no local school districts, no local
school boards or superintendents. The advantages and limits to this kind of heavily
centralized structure were all the more clear to us having just participated in a
discussion on federal -state relations and several related topics with members of the
Australian Education Council.

Like Hawaii, all public schools in Australia's six states and two territories report directly
to the office of the director-general, the equivalent to a state schools sup'rintendent in
the remaining 49 states here. Hawaii, we found, has even more in common with New
Zealand, a single nation-state comprising two islands.

Our Hawaiian layover proved instructive in an anecdotal way as well. Just prior to a
meeting with Governor John Waihee and ECS commissioners state schools
Superintendent Charles Toguchi, Senator Norman Mizuguchi, Representative Rod Tam
and professor John Thompson the governor's education aide, Joseph Lapilio, showed us
a piece of old ECS letterhead. Our graphic logo at that time was a world globe.

ECS is now taking on a new international perspective. We are not changing the image on
our present letterhead an outline map of the United States and territories. But we are
changing our image as an inward-looking organization concerned only with the
development of education policies as they relate to the individual states that will put
them into practice.

We are changing because an international perspective is the new reality for all American
interests. ECS must take the lead, ;rot in becoming expert on the school systems of
Australia, Japan, Canada or any other nation, but in gaining a new understanding of how
we can better look at and better improve our own lot.

This document is conceived as an evolving manuscript for distribution to senior education
policy makers, governors, key legislative leaders and others with an interest in analyzing
the benefits of international exchange and comparison. Its distribution is made possible
by some well-directed dollars from the Adolph Coors Company of Golden, Colorado.

It is only the first of several more such publications we envision, looking at American
education "through other eyes." We need the wisdom of your experience in international
exchange, and we invite you to take an active hand in shaping the future of this
document and the future of this new ECS perspective.

Prepared by the Education Commission of the States
Frank Newman, President
Patrick McQuaid, Senior Projects Editor
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POINTS TO PONDER

What can Americans conclude about American education through participation in
international exchange? Consider the following:

There are no local school districts in Australia. All public schools report directly to
the office of the director-general, the equivalent of a chief state school officer.
Reforms could be more easily implemented than in the United States, but at the
expense of local, participatory governance.

There have been no private colleges or universities in Australia (though a resort
developer is planning to start one). While all are state institutions, increased federal
funding since the 1970s has brought a struggle for control of higher education.
Funding and control are not matched, suggesting that there are greater benefits to
our system of joint and mixed funding than previously thought.

Since the 1970s, enrollment in private elementary and secondary education in
Australia has steadily increased and now stands at 25%. Public funds for private
education remains a contentious issue, especially because private school graduates
are disproportionally overrepresented in higher education enrollments.

A tight economy will likely mean higher retention and completion rates for
Australian education. Meanwhile, only 47% of students stay on to finish high school
after age 15. Most move into the labor market. How well equipped is Australia's
young work force for a future of rapid technological advancement?

Australian educators are astounded to learn of business and school partnerships,
adopt-a-school schemes and the overall level of industry involvement with American
education. "Your business representatives sound just like your education
representatives," one Australian commented.

These points raise questions as to "why we do things the way we do." What can
Americans do to capitalize on our strengths all the more evident through international
dialogue and "ompensate for our structural weaknesses?

8



COMMON THEMES

"Despite differences in our educational systems, we share similar goals and
aspirations and a variety of similar problems. This seminar is surely going
to increase understanding, one of the other, and if nothing else, will raise
questions for each of us about our own system and why we do things the
way we do."

- Sir Ninian Stephen,
Governor-General, Commonwealth of Australia
Welcoming address to conference participants

Common themes are entwined throughout the histories of American and Australian
education philosophy and practice. From colonial origins, through early experimentation
with democratic and participatory governance, through the growth of industrial sectors
and now with the prospects of a postindustrial, information age, "change" and the pursuit
of excellence remain common elements in the topography of learning for both Australia
and the United States.

American schooling took a new direction in 1918 with the adoption of "Cardinal
Principles," stressing utility and "the application of knowledge to the activities of life."
The goal then was to nurture a skilled, productive work force and the theme dominating
education reform was "relevance." Sixty-nine years later, the discussion swirls around
such phrases as "economic development" and "international competition."

When the Australian Education Council (AEC) first convened in 1936, education ministers
for each state and territory, as well as the commonwealth government, met "to discuss
how technical education could be improved so as to decrease youth unemployment."
Fifty-one years later, this concern was again a feature of the Australian education
agenda when the AEC held its inaugural joint conference with the Education Commission
of the States (ECS).*

Education in Australia is now at a crossroads and the rapid growth of an information
society poses critical questions for the future. "What kino Jf postindustrial society will
we choose?" asks the Commonwealth Schools Commission in a discussion paper entitled,
"Making the Future: The Role of Secondary Education in Australia."

The operative word is "choose."

"There's nothing like an outside, overseas expert to make you take your own situation
seriously," remarked an education official from the Australian Northern Territory. We
found that the traffic in ideas runs two ways. Some understanding of the nature of
Australian education and how Australians are confronting various aspects of changing

*Conference
participants included a 15-member delegation of Americans on behalf of

ECS, officials and staff with the AEC including associate members from New Zealand
and Papua New Guinea and 16 invited guests representing diverse business, education
and labor interests in Australia.
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need and demand provide Americans with a unique, new reference point for examining
our own situation.

Australia has slowly come to face the fact that its cultural and economic position in the
Pacific has changed. Increasingly a multicultural society, Australians now realize that
while links with Europe and North America have deep social and cultural origins, their
future is intrinsically tied through immigration, trade and foreign policy with Asia and
the Pacific Basin.

In many respects, the education reform movement is just getting under way in Australia,
and Australians are eager to learn from American trial and error. In many other
respects, however, Australians are asking themselves many of the critical questions that
Americans are only now confronting now, during our celebrated "second wave" of
reform.

Australians are carefully exploring issues of equity and quality. There are no local school
districts in Australia. Primary and secondary schooling is basically under direct state
control. Higher education, due to financial arrangements, is under federal or
commonwealth authority. Meanwhile, there is growing interest in decentralizing and
condensing a system in which tight central management and expansion have been the
standard for more than a century. Australians are asking how they can best direct
support in an era of declining resources, enrollments and confidence in education and
institutions in general to foster sufficient flexibility in education that will respond to
changing needs and encourage new school leadership.

What did we learn from these meetings? Beyond confirming that Australians and
Americans do share mutual interests, pursue similar goals and face similar obstacles,
participants learned how other nations perceive and manage education in light of unique
national needs, circumstances and structures. In doing so, we reflected on as the
Australian governor-general put it "why we do things the way we do." We also learned
that vast differences in political structure, practice and behavior limit our capacity to
truly understand one another or implement in one country what appears to work well in
another.

Australians are convinced, for example, that due to heavy involvement of labor interests,
many American-spun reforms such as teacher career-ladder schemes would prove
unrealistic and fruitless for them to attempt.

The governor-general also observed that, while "it's a very daunting task for a layman to
be asked to address a roomful of experts on the subject of their own expertise, like the
weather, everyone has an opinion on education ... and the less expert they are, the more
emphatic they tend to be."

Discussion among Americans and with Australians was characterized by a wide array of
emphatic, though well-informed opinion. There was disagreement among the American
delegation, not only on the whys of American education but also on the hows of our
diverse administrative operations. Former Tennessee Governor Lamar Alexander, in
introducing the U.S. party, warned our hosts "to expect a variety of different views from
the Americans." The delegation did not let them down nor did the Australians settle
into one harmonious voice.

To the American observer, the Australian political landscape is what Australian author
Hugh Collins has called "a curious mixture of the familiar and the foreign." Aside from a
shared federal-state authority, a two-chambered national legislature elected by state and

i0
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district constituencies, Australia operates under cabinet governance with a highly
disciplined system of party allegiance. Australian governance is regulated not only by
"constant parliamentary confrontation between government and opposition, but also in
the internal operation of the party machines .. . and a professional public bureaucracy,
nominally neutral in the competition between political parties and somewhat insulated
against immediate intrusions by the legislature."

The taste and feel for this nique mix of Westminster and federal models surfaced during
the first hour of the conference. Participants from every distinct sector of Australian
education and governance as well as geographic regions engaged in parliamentary-
style dialogue, often marked by the jocular thrust and parry of interstate rivalry and an
undercurrent of innate tension between state and federal education ministries.

Under the parliamentary system, the ministers for various state departments and
services are appointed by the ruling party from among elected legislators. Thus,
Australians were interested to learn that when Irving Stolberg, speaker of the
Connecticut House of Representatives, addressed the conference on developments in
American federal-state relations, he did not speak on behalf of his governor, even though
the two happen to be Democrats. Americans, on the other hand, found it unusual that
Australians did not find it a necessary courtesy to acknowledge that the commonwealth
minister for education, Senator Susan Ryan, was attending the conference. Governor
Alexander interrupted proceedings to recognize Senator Ryan.

Lin Powell, minister of education for the state of Queensland and 1987 AEC chair, said
that given the nature of Australian politics, he looked forward to meeting with elected
state representatives and local school officials when he visits the United States this July
to attend the annual ECS meeting in Denver.

"It certainly would be valuable, from my point of view and from my ministerial
colleagues' points of view, if we were able to mix and spar perhaps with a few more of
the elected representatives from the United States," he remarked. "Somebody whose job
contract lasts until the next election often has a different perception of what needs to be
done and what can be done than somebody who doesn't have that sort of constraint."

Throughout the conference it was noted that, while what Americans and Australians have
in common allows us to talk with one another, our differences allow us to see ourselves in
a new light. Points of tension among participating countries and individual delegates
proved a valuable learning tool. The more participants disagreed with their overseas
colleagues and among one another the more all seemed to learn about each other's
education systems and about their own.

Russell Marshall, minister of education for New Zealand, observed that it is uncanny how
often we face the same problems and discuss the same solutions. At least four common
elements surfaced and were noted during summary discussion.

* "Political Ideology in Australia: The Distinctiveness of a Bethamite Society" (Daedalus,
winter 1985).
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Participants from all four nations are w ell aware that these are and will continue to
be demanding times. The competitive nature of the world has led to intense
questioning about all levels of schooling, with a focus on more rigorous education
and the realization that different kinds of skills will come to the forefront.

Education is slow to change. How do we encourage education to change? We need
to find new modes, new ways of doing things, participants agreed, new policies that
encourage the process of constructive change within education. Discussion tends to
focus too much on what we would like to happen and not enough on how we would go
about encouraging a more flexible system or at least a more responsive one.

We need to rethink the relationship of business and education. Two days of the
conference addressed "the interface of education with industry, business and
commerce." Participants from the education sector expressed fears of too much
intervention or the wrong kind of business and school interaction that would subvert
the integrity of education. On the other hand, representatives from business and
industry expressed concerns that education is an inefficient enterprise. Both sectors
did agree that they are presently too segregated in the pursuit of common goals.

The establishment of better working relations is not limited to business and
academe. Within education and education administration a need exists for more
effective cooperative efforts more sharing, more involvement among universities,
the colleges and the schools. In both countries, participants agreed, there must be
more cooperative relationships between federal and state governments.

A common theme emerging in education reform discussions in both Australia and
America is leadership.

Ian Cathie, education minister for the state of Victoria, noted, "In Victoria we have
reshaped the management structure of the ministry itself so that it reflects a range of
cross-sectoral concerns in the development of a much more coherent policy.

"There are many positive outcomes of that closer intersectoral cooperation. We are
amalgamating the accreditation boards of both TAFE (Technical and Further Education)
and colleges of higher education. We are working on difficult and sensitive issues such as
resource sharing between schools and Technical and Further Education. This could
involve use of some of TAFE's specialist equipment and facilities for the technology
components of the new upper-secondary certificate, which is awarded by the schools.

"I regard the understanding of key managers in each of the sectors of the ways in which
their separate activities form part of a coherent whole to be one of the keys to success
in Victoria. There is no interference with their independence, but there is close
adherence to broad policy and goals.

"Because of the need for both excellent managers and for good communication right
through to the classrooms, the balance between local control of an institution or school
and the role of central administration will be crucial in any implementation of change."

12
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SHARED VISIONS

"If the diverse courses continue to be taught in ways which leave students
dependent and trained, rather than resourceful and educated, I would say
that the reform is purely cosmetic."

- Garth Boomer
Chair, Commonwealth Schools Commission
Commonwealth of Australia

Once known as "the lucky country," Australia's luck is rapidly running out.

"We are no longer what we thought was a lucky country," said Bert Evans, national
director of the Metal Trades Industry Association. "Those lucky days are behind us.
International competition is a new god, at least a new god in Australia, end international
competition means we have to attract better brains into industry."

Against rising debt and faring currency, Australians frequently refer to their dollar as
"the peso" and their commonwealth, "a banana republic." Earlier in the year, Prime
Minister Bob Ha ;'ke wars sc: his once carefree countrymen, "The party's over finito.
And Australians have to understand it finito."

But rarely in a parliamentary government does the prime minister have the last word.
The Australians are a resilient people, accustomed to adversity, as the great inhospitable
bulk of the interior would suggest. Ideologically, it is a nation committed to democracy
with a national character rejecting the petty preoccupations of narrow self-interest.

"One thing Pve learned from these discussions," an American remarked, "is that we have
a large stake, not only in ow being winners, but in your being winners. There are
relatively few countrte; thr.t can be counted on to be the cooperators of the world, to be
the leaders in the senso chat you want something more than narrow self-success. If you
look are::.-.:1, I believe the Australians are one of those peoples, and the Americans art
another."

Lin Powell noted that, "It is in education that our culture is reflected and through which
it is transmitted." Throughout the conference, Americans and Australians agreed tt at
each country must find its own ways and means of addressing three broad agenda items
for education.

Technology. Each country recognizes the need not only to employ new technologies
in the delivery of education but also to enable its people to use and understand
technologies, analyze their potentials and make wise decisions about the future.

"Technological change is confronting education with serious but exciting challenges,"
observed Lynn Arnold, minister of state development and technology as well as
minister of employment and furthar education for the state of Sou.h Australia. In a
paper prepared for AEC, Arnold notes: "The education system must adapt to new
demands and possibilities in such a way as to enable Australians to exploit the
benefits and opportunities offered by new technologies, while ensuring that social
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needs are met and the potential of individuals is maximized in a time of rapid
change, uncertainty and limited resources."

In short, technology can make life more exciting or less exciting. Technology can
give rise to a generation of over-specialization, fragmentation and a dependence on
experts unable to relate their segmented expertise to larger community needs.
Technology can also empower individuals and communities, enhancing democratic
and participatory policy analysis, decision making and governance. All our
conversations ended with the realization that our it. 3spects will result from the
choices we make, that matters really are under our control.

Change. In both nations, subsequently, new technologies, and the changes they yield,
have already bypassed the assumptions upon which schools were founded and the
delivery of education organized.

"We have inherited structures that worked quite well for ages gone by," said
Cathie. "Our education systems reflect the past, not the future. Restructuring is a
matter of survival."

If we want, as the commonwealth's Garth Boomer suggests, students who are able to
independently tackle new complexities, we are discussing a new approach to
education, an approach enabling youngsters as Texas Representative Wilhelmina
Delco told participants "to learn how to learn." So mt'ch has been written and
said about change, about restructuring, about a transformation of our schools in the
United States, it was refreshing to hear new phrases and what they mean from
Australiar colleagues. These include "inclusive and negotiated learning" and
"inviting students into the curriculum."

What they portend goes far beyond the kind of tinkering that has dominated so much
of recent debate over education, at least in the United States. Students need to
become active learners, and that is going to require radical, not incremental change
in the way we deliver knowledge. This means new kinds of teaching, new curricula,
new school structures, new relationships among schools, students, parents and
communities at large all calling for new imagination, new policy tools and often,
if not more money, money more wisely spent.

The management of change. Policies that guide the administration of schools and
classrooms, that define the features of delivery systems and affect the behavior of
education's trustees and beneficiaries can either promote or constrain practices that
transform our schools.

"The fact is, we have been bad. The fact is, we have admitted it. And, the fact is,
we are doing something about it," said Bob Pearce, minister of education for the
state of Western Australia.

The point is not whether we have been bad or good. The point is that regardless of
past performance, we are not being good enough for the future. Change is presently
a painful enterprise, and to be good enough for the future, we've got to become more
proficient at managing change and learn how to enjoy the process as well.

The commonwealth has targeted eight areas for reform concentration, each of which
requires policies that enhance collaborative decision making among federal and state
authorities, local administrators, teachers, students and parents. In brief, they are:
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Curriculum reform collaborative planning to improve content and method, making
the curriculum more suited to a wider range of students

Assessment, accreditation and credentialing

Teacher, student, parent interaction

Teacher support and renewal

Reform in school structure and organization

Postsecondary school links to improve access to further and higher education

Improvements in the provisions for groups with specific needs

Improving public awareness and support for the value and purposes of secondary
education

As a generic list, these parallel concerns in the United States. In each country; policy
makers need to negotiate appropriate, complementary roles for federal and state
interests. Neither country would consider that federal responsibilities are the sum of
state priorities.

Should the federal/commonwealth role be limited to developing national perspectives on
technology, social policy and educational research? Should the federal government
intervene to ensure equitable funding distribution? The Australian Science and
Technology Council, an advisory body similar i.o the AEC, has suggested that the
Commonwealth establish a new agency, ostensibly the Australian Research Council, to
oversee research funding and administration in higher education.

Until December 1966, there was no commonwealth minister of education. The federal
responsibility rested entirely with the prime minister. There is some diversity between
the states. One central education ministry is responsible for all education matters in all
but one state, while tertiary education is under a separate ministry from primary and
secondary education in South Australia.

"None of the eight education systems in Australia (six states, two territories) accepts
that the federal government has a leadership role to play in our schools," said New South
Wales Education Minister Rodney Cavalier.

That observation touched off a lively and informative debate on federal-state relations
and the future of higher education.

Commonwealth lkineation Minister Susan Ryan: "I think we should look to the kind of
long-standing involvement that the commonwealth iias had, through the Schools
Commission, with, for example, disadvantaged schools.

"The Disadvantaged Schools Program was orm of the first programs that the
Commonwealth Schools Commission established early in the 1970s. It is still running, and
I think everyone would agree that it has been a source of additional resources and other
support for the more disadvantaged schools throughout Australia which have been
extremely important and have achieved a degree of equity for the children atter ling
those schools. It has been a stable program. I do not think it has been disrupting to the
states in any way. It has been a highly appropriate type of involvement for the
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commonwealth, based on the view that one of the commonwealth's roles was to smooth
out some of the unevenness in resource allocation by giving special attention to
disadvantaged schools.

"I would also like to point to the cooperative nature of much of the commonwealth's
activities. For example, the ..ommonwealth is involved in curriculum through the
national Curriculum Development Council. The body has state directors-general and
people from the larger nongovernment systems on it. Its work is not simply based on
Canberra. It is not a question of developing some Canberra-oriented concept of
curriculum and then asking the states and nongovernment schools to adopt it. It works by
developing a project collaboratively with the states and the major systems and then,
perhaps, having part of the project developed in New South Wales, part in Victoria.

"One example that comes to mind is the commonwealth's initiative in peace studies for
the International Year of Peace, where the New South Wales government school system
and the Victorian Catholic school system each went off and developed a way in which
peace concepts could be incorporated into the curriculum. There are many examples of
collaborative behavior of that type. I would say that collaboration with the states and
the major systems and long-term commitments are more characteristic of the way in
which the commonwealth involves itself in education.

"Although there will be at least eight and probably nine views in this room about
commonwealth-state relations, the Australian electorate expects the commonwealth to
be involved in education. It is an expectation I think no commonwealth government could
afford to ignore. There is a sense in which Australians see themselves as Australians,
rather than Queens lenders or Victorians or South Australians.

"Australians do consider that there are issues of concern to Australian education which
the federal government should take up and pursue. Even in times of financial difficulty,
as at present, I think that we cannot ignore the fact that Australians want a perspective
in education that goes beyond state or territory boundaries and see the commonwealth as
the appropriate source of that."

Former Tameless Governor Lamar Alexander: "There are significant differences in the
federal-state attitude to higher education in Australia from that of the United States. In
the United States there are plenty of private universities. Indeed, there are many more
private universities than state. State universities are almost entirely paid for by their
state government, rather than by local government, usually with some federal research
money. In Australia, by contrast, there is no private university, although one is now in
the planning stage, the Bond University in Queensland."

Queensland Education Minister Lin Powell: "Higher education in Australia is divided into
two sectors: universities and colleges of advanced education. The universities are
involved in both teaching and research. The colleges of advanced education generally
focus more on teaching and less on research. Since 1973, the budget for those
institutions has been a commonwealth government responsibility. Until 1973, it had been
a state responsibility, in addition to federal grants, particularly capital grants.

"As a result of the 1973 agreement, the states receive less money back from the
commonwealth, from income tax collection. The amount less that they receive was to be
used by the commonwealth in higher education. The commonwealth then distributed to
the states an amount of money for higher education, according to the populations of the
state and the demand for places. So the financial arrangements for assisting higher
education institutions has come from the federal government.
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"A third tier of tertiary education in Australia is Technical and Further Education
(TAFE). In some states TAFE is separated entirely from the Department of Education.
TAPE, the colleges of advanced education and the universities together comprise tertiary
education. The only area of tertiary education that is jointly funded by state and
commonwealth is TAFE.

"The commonwealth government is responsible only for higher education: colleges of
advanced education and universities. The states generally accept the total funding
responsibility of preschools. Our years 1 to 12 are funded by states, apart from some
specific programs funded by the commonwealth government. The local government level
does not contribute to education at all in this country.

"Taxing arrangements differ in the United States and Australia. In Australia, the
commonwealth collects income tax and company taxes. The states collect land tax and
stamp duties, which are generally the income earners for the states from which they
derive their revenue to run individual departments. It is important to understand the
differences between tax raising in Australia and the United States."

Western Australia Education Minister Bob Faeroe: "There is nothing like consensus in
this country for the view that the commonwealth ought to withdraw from education. The
only reason the commonwealth started providing significant funding for education in the
late 1960s and early 1970s was because there was a massive campaign, run by both
parents' and teachers' groups, with the slogan 'Federal Funds for State Schools.' This was
based on the argument that the states did not have the financial capacity to build up the
education system in the way that they would want.

"There is no doubt at all in my mind, and I think in the minds of the vast majority of
teachers and parents in this country, that the impact of the commonwealth over
governments of both persuasions has been dramatically to increase the amount of funds
available to education, which would not have been the case if it had been left to the
states alone."
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WHAT DID WE LEARN ABOUT OURSELVES?

"Australia it may be the best place in the world for Americans to look at
America."

- Former 'Tennessee Governor Lamar Alexander

Australians freely admit that they look upon America as their laboratory for the testing
of new ideas in education. They quite explicitly asked American delegates for advice
"How did you do it? .. . What should we do?" Americans quite naturally resisted this
direction and confined themselves to providing illustrations of American experience,
which Australians found useful.

Bill Solberg, president, National Alliance of Business, for example, discussed business-
school partnerships, the Boston Compact and the "adopt a school" scheme. When Allan
Oster, president of the American Association of State Colleges and Universities,
responded to Ryan's assessment of higher education finance in the U.S., he became what
Australian journalists considered "hot property," discussing, for example, fund-raising
efforts at both private and public institutions.

"I think we are agreed that what our economy needs is more people in education at a
higher level, and a higher quality of education," said Ryan, touching off the exchange.

"The commonwealth's problem is how to achieve that at a time when the business
community is saying, on the one hand, we need a better-educated work force and, on the
other are telling us that the state of our international debt suggests that we should be
actually reducing public expenditure. We have to juggle those two requirements, for
improving public services in areas like education at the same time as reducing our
national and international debt.

"There is nowhere where that dilemma is more difficult to resolve than in the question of
funding for higher education.

"I have many reservations about moving away from the publicly funded system we have
at the moment. A recent visit to the United States did not help me to overcome those
reservations. Despite the long tradition of private investment in public education and
education generally in the United States, the current economic difficulties in the United
States threw up the following picture:

"Increasing individual indebtedness by students who have to take loans and find that
the repayments are crippling to them.

"Increasing dropouts caused by people failing to cope with the difficult financial
situation.

"Increasing diversion of federal funds to cover loan defaults I am told that it is in
the vicinity of $1 billion a year currently.

"Increasing family or parental indebtedness this would be something new and
fairly radical to introduce into Australia. We noticed in the United States that
currently families are being invited to remortgage their homes to provide for



prepayment of college fees for their students. Given the housing interest rates in
Australia, the idea of introducing that as a government solution to the problem is
not something I would approach with any confidence.

"Decreasing equity and participation I note, for example, that Lie participation of
Black students in higher education in the United States is actually decreasing.
Similarly with other students from poorer backgrounds.

"Increasing differentials between those universities and colleges, public or private,
that are very well-established financially and those that are of lesser significance in
the higher education sphere a number of the latter are very expensive for the
students who attend them, so that the value of the education they receive is perhaps
declining.

"An almost total absence of that sector of education which we called TAPE, which is
publicly accessible. and available.

"In the light of that less-than-encouraging future, I am not inclined to think that we
should immediately try to solve our problems in funding higher education by trying to
move the cost of it back to the student. Having said that, I cannot easily see any short-
term solution for us.

"I would be interested to hear, especially from the United States' delegates, what sorts of
approaches they believe a government in our circumstances can take. We do need more
and better education, and at the same time, we do need to contain our public debt."

"I would like to commend Senator Ryan for her perceptive analysis of the difficulties
that we are now facing in the United States," replied Oster. "The trend in recent years,
to shift more and more of the cost of education to the student, has resulted in the very
situation described. We increasingly have students graduating from college with heavy
debts. This is distorting the educational process, we believe, by substantially increasing
enrollments in our business and engineering schools, not only because it results in greater
income, but because students with those heavy debts then are required to go into fields
that will have much greater economic returns.

"There is the added difficulty of a married couple, both of whom are graduating from
college, with a combined debt of perhaps $20,000.

"The effect of this on our economy has not been fully appreciated. It is almost
impossible to qualify for a mortgage when you already have a debt, perhaps of as much as
$20,000 and growing. it is almost impossible to purchase life insurance. It delays family
formation.

"Because of this shift from the cost to the general society to the student, and the move
to more debt, we have seen a fundamental philosophical shift which I find most
damaging. What we are saying, in effect, is that the individual is the beneficiazi of
higher education. The individual must pay for it. It ought to be a consumer product, like
purchasing a home. We tend to ignore or neglect the benefits to society of having
educated citizens.

"So as we have talked about economic development, at the same time we are reversing
the process by ignoring the social and economic benefits of providing education as an
investment rather than considering it as an expenditure.
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"This is a debate that is going on in Congress. It is a debate that is going on in our
various legislatures. Our colleges and universities have tried in a number of ways to
respond. Years ago, voluntary support was limited primarily to the private universities,
but in more recent years has become an important part of our public universities.

"Pennsylvania State University, for example, is proceeding in a capital campaign to
attract $200 million in private funds from alumnae, business and industry because of the
recognition that the quality of education depends on what we call the 'margin of
excellence.' That is, the government can provide the basic cost of providing an
education, but if we are to have a truly excellent education, if we are to find the
equipment that we need to furbish our laboratories, then this will have to come from
private sources. Indeed, there are tax incentives that encourage the voluntary support.

"The commonwealth minister for education is now faced with pressure for increasing
tuition fees and corresponding reaction from the students. Our own secretary of
education has stated on a number of occasions that a college graduate in the United
States can expect to earn well over $600,000 or more in the course of a lifetime,
therefore that individual ought to pay for it. Our response is that even at 30% marginal
[tax] rate, that student in fact pays back, many times over, the cost of that education.

- * -

A later conversation between Cathie and Pearce also proved instructive for American
participants.

"Australian education systems are few, large, but traditionally highly centralized,"
Cathie said. "That can assist in bringing about significant change in a short period of
time or it can contribute to the fact that many proposed changes have been either
ephemeral or totally unsuccessful in changing educational practice at the classroom level
in the absence of changes in attitudes and in commitment."

"The discussion this afternoon has been interesting for the different views held by our
American colleagues and most of the Australian delegates," Pearce said. "The reason for
this difference may be that we stand at a different point in history with regard to
standardized examinations. In Australia, over the last decade or so, we have been
moving away from standardized public examinations, even at a state level, because of
the perception that they have led to great constriction on the curriculum.

"We felt the Australian communit- was slipping behind the world because our curriculum
was not broad enough to cope with the increasing demands of a complex society. We
have tried to develop more complex systems for assessing student performance and so to
enable a more diverse curriculum.

"Perhaps Tennessee is more concerned with the taxpayers' input because, although you
have the same problem, you see it from the other end. The desire for these simple public
accountability mechanisms is driven by politics and not by education. People may feel
that if you can get some simple system that explains who is better and who is worse, that
everyone can understand, everyone is happy. Unfortunately, those simplistic measures
might be simple and easy to understand, but fundamentally they are not true because the
education system, any education system, is much more complicated than that.

"Perhaps the United States has had so decentralized a system that the whole issue of
quality control has not enisted. In the highly centralized systems that we have, the
quality control has been quite precisely there. As we wove to a greater degree of
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flexibility and autonomy, and particularly to wider areas of student choice and student
curriculum, we are not anxious for the growing freedom in our system to be constricted."

- * -

.. Having participated in this exchange, what can we more clearly say about the nature of
American education as compared to Australian?

The United States is large and diverse. Policy and policy making is diffused. There
are more levels of education and administration in the U.S. than in Australia, but are
we using this diversity as a strength? Our sense is that we have an important
attribute but we haven't used it properly, at least as completely as we might. Is our
system too complex?

We are impressed that Powell plans to abolish several policy bodies, which is not the
American way of doing business. We tend to push them off to the side and hope that
they will wither. Actually abolishing something every now and then might be a
refreshing thing to do.

There is more diversity among the colleges and universities in the United States, a
spectrum rather than a set of sectors. But again, are we using this diversity as a
great resource that we might bring it to bear on our problems?

Australians seem to have more flexibility in their Technical and Further Education
section, which seems more effectively involved with the community. We could learn
a lot from how Australians do that.

Despite centralized school systems, Australians seem to be more involved in
reducing bureaucracy than we are. New South Wales is cutting back on middle-level
bureaucracy moving that group back into the schools for more productive
employment a growing situation in the United States that has not been
adequately addressed.

In neither country does the federal and state relationship work as smoothly as it
might. A change is coming in the United States during these final years of the
Reagan administration. This presents an opportunity if we were to devote ourselves
to redefining the relationship between the federal government and the rest of the
education community. It is certainly time to rethink roles and ask how can each find
complementary roles that are appropriate

Elementary and secondary education in the United States is a combination of state,
local and federal monies and occasionally private funding. In higher education
there is a good deal of private funding and a good deal of family funding, along with
state and federal subsidies. Our impression is that we have undervalued the
usefulness of joint funding Discussion throughout the conference focused on getting
rid of the messiness that joint funding brings about. But the more we listen to
Australians argue about their system - and realize that we have been making the
same arguments about our own the more we are convinced that we would be very
wise to recognize that that jumble serves a purpose and that joint-funded endeavors
seem to do a lot better than single-funded endeavors.

The United States is blessed with diversity, and we ought to be careful not to push
for uniform answers to the point that we lose the value that we get from that
diversity.
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There is a common tendency in our systems for education, when it is at its best, to
involve students deeply. On the other hand, at its most ordinary, there's a tendency
for education to teach in a passive mode. When we talk about flexibility on the part
of the student, risk taking, creativity, learning habits that last a lifetime, we are
talking about moving toward the involvement of the student in the learning process
in a very different way.

o Finally, we observed that when Americans explain matters we first suggest that we
know a great deal about the subject and then proceed to prove that we don't. The
Australians follow the opposite pattern. They'll say that they don't know much about
it at all and then proceed to show that they do. This could be an effective mode for
education advocates in the United States if for no other reason that it would have
great surprise factor.
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AFTERTHOUGHTS FROM AN AMERICAN DELEGATE

Calvin Frazier, Colorado commissioner of education, remained after the conference and
visited public schools and the University of Queensland. He was struck by two factors:
huge private school enrollments at primary and secondary levels and low overall
retention rates.

We spoke with him upon his return to Colorado, where he shared some of his notes and
personal observations.

About 25% of Australian students are enrolled in private, "nongovernment" schools. Most
of them are church affiliated with 80% of these maintained by the Roman Catholic
Church. Government funding for private schools remains a contentious issue in
Australia. Private schools receive between 20% and 40% of the average per-pupil costs
of public schools, depending on need. Given this situation, though, Frazier found it odd
that there is no private higher education, though a resort developer is exploring the
possibility of opening up a private university near the Great Barrier Reef.

Frazier met public school principals in Cairns, located in northeast Queensland, who send
their own children to private schools. One wants his son to be a lawyer and is sending the
boy to a school where the children of prominent attorneys are enrolled so that he can
make early social contacts.

Only 47% of Australians finish secondary school. Students are required to attend school
through age 15, generally their 10th year of formal schooling and Australians are seeking
to increase postcompuLsory rates to more than 60% by 1990. Many youngsters enter
TAFE or apprenticeship programs after age 15, so in many respects they are continuing
with their education, even though they are not finishing high school.

"Retention rates will increase because the economy is so tight and kids have no place to
go. That is more a comment on the economy than on the schools," said Frazier.
"Australians have to make that figure higher because of what they are doing in the
schools, because they are doing something different, not because of the economy."

Frazier was surprised by the strong role of organized labor, which, he observed, has a
solid grasp on the schools. "You either have to have labor support or there will be no
change," he said. "A career ladder, for example, would never survive in most parts of
Australia."

Frazier returned from Australia encouraged by our approach to involving lay people in
the schools, but noted that Australians are leaning in this direction and experimenting
with local school councils.

He also found it encouraging that Australian educators often can quote the latest reports
of the National Association of Secondary School Principals or the Carnegie Forum on
Education and the Economy, for example. "Australians are very up on American research
and literature."
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NATURE OF MEETINGS

A number of considerations come to mind as we evaluate our performance as a
delegation. What would we do differently? How could we have better prepared? What
do our questions reveal about ourselves? What kind of questions did the Australians have
and how appropriately did we answer?

Delegations. We think that it is important to put together a team that will speak
out, listen, and not be dogmatic or defensive. A team of varied background, interest
and expertise is more reflective of American diversity than a group representing a
single party line.

Were we putting together a new delegation, we would include experts who can
respond with facts and data, not just policy makers. The best delegation is
composed of outgoing individuals who are both knowledgeable and articulate. We
also found that delegateslhave to be comfortable "being Americans" in a foreign
environment.

Clear objectives and expectations far outcomes. The meetings might run well,
participants get on task quickly, there is advance organization, discussion is
encouraged, there is review at the end in short, every reason to say the
participants did well, that the performance was "good." But unless we determine
what was to have been accomplished and whether it was actually accomplished,
there is no way to determine if the session was effective. At the same time, this
kind of meeting is of an exploratory nature and discussion often VI= in surprising
directions.

Social activities. We found that quite often important discussions took place during
social activities, such as tea or lunch. The structure of the formal meetings was
such that by the time speeches had been presented and official reaction made,
dialogue was at the fermentation point and delegates broke for tea. Everyone,
especially Americans, felt compelled to give a short speech, perhaps by way of
introduction, instead of launching straight into their presentation. That behavior
should be avoided.

Press interaction. Education reporters for the Australian newspapers and broadcast
media were interested in hearing about particular facets of American education
from individual delegates. Again, this highlights the importance of a delegation
representing diverse backgrounds. Press interaction was also a way for each
participant to stay involved, feel "wanted" and make significant contributions to our
overall presence.

There was some discussion over relations with the press during the actual
conference. Powell said education coverage in Australia is inadequate. "The
newspaper sends an inexperienced young person who can't spell 'education.' I don't
want to have to spend three or four hours explaining what a school is." "The
frightening thing," added Cavalier, "is that every journalist at some point went to
school."

One Australian reporter who attended most of the conference reported that "the
U.S. has virtually no nongovernment schools and we have a lot." Were we to blame
for that misconception? Perhaps because we spoke primarily about public schooling
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and public policy matters, this ele vent of American education was lost in
translation.

Prior meetings. Should we have had an American delegates' meeting ahead of time
in Australia? Ou: delegation came from every compass point, many arriving and
meeting each other for the first time in Australia during the conference. In
hindsight, we should have had some meeting among American delegates before we
met as a delegation with the Australians at the same time, we would not want our
presentations to appear in any way as rehearsed.



SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS OF INTEREST

1. Three press releases from the office of Lin Powell, chairman, Australian Education
Commission, regarding joint AEC-ECS conference

2. "AEC Seeks Relevance in Curriculums," press coverage of the AEC-ECS conference,
The Australian

3. Report on follow-up activities between AEC-ECS; minutes from the AEC Executive
Committee

4. "How the Japanese Beat Us in School," The Australian, reprint from World Press
Review

5. "Higher Education in Many Countries: U.S. Has Greatest Access," The Boston Globe

6. "Education Abroad: Pacific Overtures," commentary by Nicholas Paleo logos, chair,
Committee on Education, Massachusetts House of Representatives, Phi Delta
Kappan

7. "Australia New Favorite of Foreign Investors," Reuters News Service, The Denver
Post

8. "'flea World of Work: Education Must Be Useful as Well as Satisfying and
Enlightening," commentary by Garth Boomer, chair, Commonwealth Schools
Commission, Curriculum Development in Australian Schools

9. "July Elections Pose Uncertainties for Australian Colleges and Universities," The
Chronicle of Higher Education

10. "Tough Economic Forecast for Australian Graduates," The Chronicle of Higher
Education
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CONFERENCE DISCUSSING FEDERAL/STATE RELATIONSHIPS

DEVELOPHENTS in Federal and State relationships in education will

be the subject of the first session tomorrow of a three-day
international conference in Brisbane.

The inaugural joint conference of the Australian Education
Council (ABC) and the Education Commission of the States (ECS),

United States, is being held at the Parliamentary Annexe.

Delegates for the AEC are the Federal, Stv... and Territory
Hinisters of Education, with their New ?ealand and Papua New
Guinea counterparts as associate members.

The ECS membership includes State Governors, legislators and

educators.

Queensland Education Hinister 4r Lin Powell, who is current
chairman of the ABC, will officially welcome about 100 delegates
before the start of the first session at 9 a.m. tomorrow
(Friday).

He and ECS chairman Dr Frank Newman will give a joint media
conference at the Parliamentary Annexe starting at 8.15

a.m.tomorrow (Friday).

Tomorrow's session will be followed by a seminar involving
business and industry leaders on Saturday and Sunday on tae

theme, "The Interface of Education with Industry, Business and

Commerce".

The Governor-General, Sir Ninian Stephen, will officially open
the seminar at 10 a.m. on Saturday.

Chairman for the Friday session is a former Governor of
Tennessee, lion. Lamar Alexander.

Other U.S. delegates include Hon. Wilhelmina Delco, a member of
the Texan House of Representatives; Dr Calvin Frazier,
Commissioner of Education in Colorado and ECS Treasurer; Dr E.K.
Fretwell, Chancellor of the University of North Carolina; Hr Bill
Kolberg, President of the National Alliance of Business in
Washington; and Hr Earl Mickey, Executive Director of the
National Conference of State Legislatures.

A welcome dinner will be held at the College of Toriam and
Hospitality, South Brisbane, tonight (Thursday), the official
conference dinner will be at Parliament louse tomorrow night
(Friday) and the State Government will host a dinner on the
Kookaburra Queen on Saturday night.
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INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION CONFERENCE BEGINS

TOURISM is an area where education has acted to meet the needs of
industry in Queensland, State Education Minister Mr Lin Powelltold an international conference in Brisbane this corning.

He was welcoming more than 100 delegates from the United Statesand around Australia to the inaugural joint conference of theEducation Commission of the States (United States) and the
Australian Education Council, of which he is current chairman.

"To visitors from the United States, though you are here onbusiness you are part of a boon in Queensland -- that is, the
boos in tourism," he said.

"Tourism has become the State's growth industry, as figures show.

"It is now worth $9 billion a year to the Queensland economy andthat is constantly increasing.

"Official estimates are that 100,000 additional Americans will
visit Queensland by the beginning of the next decade, about half
of the total for the six States and Territories combined.

"We estimate that 425,000 international visitors sc4.nt time in
Queensland last year, representing 3- percent of the Australiantotal and a 10 percent growth since 1979."

Mr Powell said about 8000 students a year in colleges of
Teohnioal and Further Education were now engaged in sone form ofstaining for the industry and courses were being developed forsecondary students.

"It is another area where we are meeting the awed' of industry inconsultation with industry," Mr Powell said in reference to thethese of a 'Gainer to follow today's session -- "The Interface of
Education with Industry, Business and Coaserce ".

He said cossunity leaders, industrialists and a trade union
official would be attending the seminar.

Delegates, including Ministers of Education, attending theconference are frogs all States and Territories, New Zealand andPapua New Guinea, as well as from the U.S.

The conference will be officially opened by the Governor-General,
Sir Ninian Stephen, tomorrow (Saturday) at 10 a.m.

27 March 1987
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STRONGER EDUCATIONAL TIES WITH U.S.

EDUCATIONAL ties between the United States and Australia will be
strengthened es a result of a three-day conference which ended in
Brisbane this afternoon.

The conference was the first involving the Australian Education
Council (AEC) and the Education Commission of the States (ECS),
United States.

AEC chairman, Queensland Education Minister Mr Lin Powell, and
ECS chairman Dr Frank Newman, announced moves to strengthen ties
between the countries at the conclusion of the conference, which
was held at the Parliamentary Annexe.

"These moves include encouragement of wore exchanges and/or
visits of senior education administrators along the lines of the
fulbright scheme," they said in a joint statement.

"This would be linked with a program for policy information
exchange on educational developments and issues.

"Further joint meetings between the two countries, probably
involving other nations, will be held.

"Representatives of the ECS and the AEC will attend the other's
annual meetings."

The Brisbane conference was attended by more than 100 delegates
and observers including Education Ministers from the
Commonwealth, all States, the Northern Territory, New Zealand and
Papua New Guinea.

Theme of the seminar was "the Interface of Education with
Industry, Business and Commerce".

Dr Newman said education should learn to enjoy the process of
change, instead of allowing it to be painful.

"No matter how good our education system is now, it will be
totally inadequate for the future," he said.

"The issue is that we should not berate ourselves for perceived
past failures -- rather we must energise ourselves to take on the
extraordinary task of being good enough for the future.

"The issue is not whether we have failed in education, but that
change is outpacing our capacity to adapt.

"The challenge is not what we should do, but whether we choose to
do it."

29



Mr Powell said the conference would prove to be of considerable u
benefi*: to the children of both nations.

"The United States, as a complex, developed industrial society ..
has similar problems to ours with regard to education's response
to the requireuents of industry," he said.

"The ECS of course represents 48 individual States so there is an
ever greater diversity of opinion than in Australia.

"It has been extremely useful for us to listen to the opinions
that make up that diversity and we can go away and decide where
solutions they,have found may fit into our context."

29 Harch 1987
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FOLLOW-UP ACTIONS FROM THE JOINT CONFERENCE OF THE

AEC-ECS

(From the Minutes of the 34th Meeting of the AEC Executive Committee)

Policy Information Exchange

It is suggested that there be an exchange of available papers on develop-
ments and issues of current interest, eg, TAFE, change processes in
education, school reforms.

The AEC and ECS offices would be the link organisations with material being

obtained from member systems at both the Australian and United States
ends, as well as from New Zealand and Papua New Guinea.

5ubseauent Conference

A further recommendation is to hold another conference at a US venue.

Suggestions for the topic will need to be considered and it is seen as

important that elected representatives as well as officials and other
community leaders be invited to participate.

Perhaps the conference could be held before (or after) another conference

which may be of interest to visitors from other countries. The conference
could include Canadians as well as AEC members.

Attendance at AEC and ECS Annual Meetings

Both the AEC and ECS are to invite a representative of the 'other' organisa-
tion to attend their annual meetings as an observer.

Fostering of Exchanges by Senior Educational Administrators

A final proposal is to encourage more exchanges by senior education.

administrators along the lines of the Fulbright scheme. The period of these
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exchanges could vary from a few weeks to several months and the recipient

could liaise with the Executive Committee of their Council/Commission in
respect to the objectives of their visit - these could include assisting with
aspects of the POLICY INFORMATION EXCHANGE and their itinerary. A key
requirement of these visits would be for recipients to submit a major
report on the completion of the visit.

Following discussion of the proposed publication of edited material from
the major papers, reactions, summaries and group discussion, It was agreed

that these matters would be left with the Secretary and Mr Murray Bladwell
and that

a material from the Friday sessions could also be Included, after
consultation with the AEC Chairman and Mr R Winder on any issues

considered to be sensitive;

b a deadline of 31 May 1987 should be set for completion of the draft

publication to be brought to the 54th (June 1987) AEC meeting;

c the publication should be distributed to all participants as well as
other members of the AEC and its Standing Committee;

d a brief summary could be drafted and made available to a wider
audience;

e consideration could be given to making the publication itself more
widely available on a cost basis; and

f final decisions on these matters would be made at the 54th (June
1987) AEC meeting.

S/AEC-ECS(P)
22 04 87
AEC-ECS 33
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Tokyo schoolchildren "TheJapenese system partly because d as rigidity, doesmuch better providing
high-qually education to oveyboor

No the Japanese
Beat Us in School

Fiercely competitive academics come first

The U.S. and Amalie, disimiliar
in so many ways, are similar in
two deceptively linked spheres.

Both are facing an economic crisis that
grows out of international camped-
tiveness, and both have remarkably
similar school systems.

Both countries are experiencing
enormous trade deficits, especially with
Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and South
Korea. And both the U.S. and Australia
have experienced similar education re-
forms in the past 10 to 15 years, re-
forms that make their education sys-
tems almost the opposite of the Japan-
ese system. The question is Do educa-
tion and economic performance inter-
act?

Excerpted from the conservabve
"Australian" ot Sydney.

32 WORLD PRESS REVIEW MAY iss7

By GREG SHERIDAN

Increasingly, cultural explanations
are being advanced for the economic
miracle of Japan and the other east
Asian societies, as indeed they must be
for the success of the West Garmans. It
is not just the effective use of govern-
mental macroeconomic tools that pro-
duces economic and social success, but
also the ability of the people to respond
to opportunities.

More and more U.S. business leaders
believe their education system is con-
tributing directly to their economic
woes and that it is threatening to bury
the U.S. in a trough of intellectual and
cultural mediocrity from which it may
never emerge. In 1983, a special presi-
dential commission produced a bomb-
shell report entitled, "A Nation at
Risk," which sparked a move for edu-
cation reforms. Ill broad conclusions
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were endorsed by similar studies con-
ducted by the Association of American
Principals and, most recently, in a com-
parative study of the U.S. and Japanese
education systems.

The reports have all found the same
things: U.S. education has abandoned
academic excellence as its primary
goal. It has substituted therapeutic and
social goals for intellectual ones; it tries
to make chillren in good about them-
selves, effectively encouraging them to
take courses that are not too demanding
and, therefore, do not carry the threat of
failure, thus blurring the distinction
between success and failure.

The irony is that the U.S. system is
not working as a tool of therapy either.
Japan's fiercely competitive and rigor-
ously academic school system is often
blamed for putting so much pressure on



students to succeed that many teenagers
commit suicide. In fact, Japan's rate of
teenage suicide is lower than
America's. While strong discipline
and preemie to succeed may cause
anxiety and stress, so can a lack of dis-
cipline and the associated problems of
playground violence and drug abuse.

One stark fact is that Japan's school-
children and teachers work much,
much harder than those in the U.S. or
Morelia. While Japan's school year is
about 240 days long, in the U.S. it is
about ISO days long. In their short
summer break. Japanese schoolchil-
dren must complete many homework
assignments: U.S. and Australian
schoolchildren do no schoolwork over
their long summer break.

The Japanese allusion system is
structured around a series of compe-
titive examination. No matter how
well or poorly a child has been doing in
school, it is the child's performance in
these external gums that determines
his or her furore. If a child does well in
the sum at the end of primary school,
he or she will go so an aureole high
school or a prestigious private school. If
the student does poorly, he or she might
go to a vocational or technical school.

This system is anathema to modem
U.S. and Australian educators. They
believe that a child's options should not
be limited when the child is young.
'Distefano, in the U.S, and Australian
systems, the student ems chance after
chance to re-eater the academic stream
and to achieve high results. Virtually
anyone who matriculates in Australia
or the U.S. can go to college; this is not
the case in Japan.

Yet the paradox is that the Japanese
system. partly because of its rigidity,
does much better in providing high-
quality education t, everybody. The
exams, which have their down side in
shunting off students to non-academic
schools for doing poorly on one exam,
nonetheless provide the incentive for
sustained effort that is utterly lackine in
the Australian and U.S systems. In try-
ing to craft a pains school system,
American and Australian educators
have come up with a vacuous system.

Japanese students study demanding
subjects such as languages, mathe-
matics, and physics in proportionately
much greater numbers than do U.S.. stu-
dents. Only 6 percent of U.S high
school students study calculus.

"A Nation at Risk" concluded that
the radical decline in the numbers of
U.S. students studying intellectually
demanding subjects was caused by the
proliferation of choices in U.S. high
schools. Students, being subject to the
normal human impulse of laziness, tend
to take soft subjects such as environ-
mentalism or lifestyle courses or even,
at the ridiculous extreme, disco dance
appreciation, which was once an ap-
proved course in an Australian high
school. For Japanese students these op-
dons do not exist.

Both U.S. and Australian pedago-
gical fashions dictate that subjects be
immediately relevant to the students'
environments so that students will find
them interesting. This has been a cata-
strophic reform. It not only fails to
broaden students' cultural horizons, but
it clearly tends to favor the trivial over
the substantial, the academically ane-
mic over the key intellectual disci-
plines.

Similarly, the quality and training of
Japanese teachers is better than that of
U.S. or Australian teachers. In Confu-
cian-influenced societies, education is
valued very highly, and teachers and
academics are greatly esteemed. High
school teachers tend to have tepees in
the subjects they teach, rather than in
teaching methods. In the U.S. and Aus-
tralia, the trend has been for more and
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more high school teachers to do their
entire training in institutions dedicated
to teaching teachers how to teach.

In Japanese society, the family
especially the mother is intensely
involved in the child's education. Mar-
ried women with children participate
much less in the Japanese work force
than they do in the Australian or U.S.
work forces. They are free to fulfill
their traditional roles of educators and
nurturers. Parents supervise home-
work and frequently forbid students
much social life, for academic success
is seen as the only road to financial
and personal security. Even the best
teachers in the U.S. and Australia are
limited by lack of parental involve-
ment and by homes that are not condu-
cive to study.

In the past few years, the U.S. has
seen a turning away from the education
trends that have produced such dis-
asters. There is more stress on a com-
mon curriculum. Some states have in-
troduced longer school years, and
others have introduced competence
tests for teachers Diversity is no longer
the aim. A nationwide fight against
slack discipline is underway.

Auttrplian education generally apes
U.S. education. We tend to do what the
U.S. does, only a few years later.
Whether Australia will follow the U.S.
in this counter-reformation is unclear.
Even in the U.S. the prospects of the
new reform movement are not particu-
larly good. It is easier to destroy a good
education system than to recreate one.

In one key respect, the U.S. is much
better off than Australia. U.S. students
still do a series of objective tests, so that
Americans at least have the data to plot
their decline and on which to base a
strategy to correct

Australia's education authorities,
under the intimidation of militant
teacher's unions, have refused to under-
take this sort of systematic testing. I: is
the wont possible sort of intellectual
cowardice, which prevents Australian
education authorities from even deter-
mining the extent of the disaster.

As our trade problems and those of
the U.S. continue to worsen, as the defi-
ciencies of our work forces become
more obvious, and as economic power
flows from our societies and toward the
industrious societies of Asia, we can re-
flect that a large part of the problem lies
in the classroom. (mock7)
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[ EDUCATION ABROAD

Pacific Overtures

Enough Japan worship already, says Mr. Pako logos. After all,
even as many Americans embrace Japanese schooling, the Japa-
nese are talking of reforming their educational system.

BY NICHOLAS PALEOLOGOS

0 UR NATION is at risk.
Like no other event since
the launching of Sputnik I
nearly 30 years ago. the
publication of those words

rocked the foundation of U.S. public
education.

Today, however, the dominant color
of the prism of paranoia through which
Americus view their schools is not red
but yellow. Each day brings another
fatuous bit of reportage extolling the
virtues of Japanese education. In the
wake of such artides and spurred on by
a new and insufferable breed of educa-
tion reformer, legislatures in state af-
ter stale are seizing control of local
schools. The Japanese model of more
centralization, more structure, more ri-
gidity, and more requirements has be-
come a blueprint for the fiat wave of
school reform.

But if you thilik that students, trapped
in this national opal self-flagellation,
will end up is hew schools as a result,
think *gala. IN fact. *Mis igaik is
jot what the Japan* dostmelves are
doing these days.

Oa 26 *nil 1916, in the most sweep -

1

eg
em

nottramden d their school sys-
t sirs*, Meiji Ramada ell1611,
a mileal no on education reform

WHOLES. PALS LOOS 'dam Ike
Crmnsllmiar ea ilfaiesties el du Mess&
deem illsweifispeemessiws. Lest year
he war end ma* tore/ simmered
bjske Naked Cotefaeliee *MeseLege*.
wareed AnwiereApsa! hag

appointed by Prime Minister Nakasone
issued an astonishing report card on
Japanese schooling. It should be re-
quired reading for U.S. policy makers.
The Japanese experts bluntly character-
ized their own school system as "an
educational wasteland." We must."
they wrote, 'face the harsh reality of the
problems in our schools and the serious
state of dilapidation and desolation of
our educational system which they sig-
nal." They went on to complain of "in-
creasing public criticism expressing dis-
trust of schools, teachers, and the edu-
cation sector as a whole."

Although the tone of their prose is all
too familiar, their proposals are not.
The most startling irony is reserved for
their conclusion that It is necessary to
promote decentralization so that in-
dividual localities and schools may fully
develop diverse identities and exercise
independent initiative and creativity."
hist when American reformers are
preaching the gospel of sit down., shut
up, and kora, their Jamas couslcir-
pens Keno so be paybg sit bock, relax,
and discern.

Catena oar 'schools is *divan!
in Japer. An edhoild la the Amid Eve?
Mae :News .blood 41 sieeday school
wet .61donvisulasor Wade. the
edkois .Sibserailesie becoming lilts
forced labor casaps.to yousgmere

This premium gel= about la pen*
come the boot jobs shalt the public
and privets sectors are sawed for
those who and doe meet prattles
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universities, and there is a test at every
turn, from kindergarten to Kawasaki.
Indeed. test-taking has become a nation-
al obsession. At Ynyogi seminar, one of
the most popular and profitable of the
private "cram schools," more than 400
students in a single room busily scrib-
bled notes from a lecture on English
grammar. A poster in the room proudly
proclaimed the school's motto: Every
Day a Competition.

Reporters at Tokyo's foreign press
center openly describe what they see as
the parodox between the reputation and
the reality of Japanese education. They
note, for example. that since 1945, in
the combined fields of physics. chemis-
try. medicine, literature, and econom-
ics, the U.S. boasts 139 Nobel laureates
to Japan's four.

As a result, the watchwords of school
reform in Japan are -individuality."
'creativity; and "autonomy." The Japa-
nese want students who will invent
robots, not become them. Prime Minis-
ter Nakasone's advocacy of these re-
forms has apparently struck a respon-
sive chord. Last summer, he was elect-
ed to an unprecedented third term, sig-
naling, among other things, a popular
mandate for his desire to diversify the
school system.

So enough Japan worship already.
The stifling legislation it has thus far
produced here is proof positive that a
rising tide of mediocrity threatens to en-
gulf not our schools but those who
would reform them instead.

Fortunately for youngsters in the
United States, some voices are crying
nut in the wilderness of education re-
form. Ernest Boyer, Albert Shenker,
Marc Tucker, Theodore Sizer, John
Goodlad, Gregory Anrig, and Bill Ho-
nig are among those leading the way to
real reform. Their solutions are refresh-
ingly student-centered. Their focus is
the schoolhouse, not the statehouse. In
seeking to put the right information into
the right hands, they hope not aim* to
change an institution, but lather to in-
stitutionalize change.,

Punitive, burdensome, top -down leg-
islation ie a sony solution to the prob-
leis of public schooling, no meow
hew saactimodous the rhetoric. Find7
ing ways to make classrooms moue en-
gaging for kids should be the goal of
education policy makeri everywhere.
It's ady coma sago But as Horace
Mum observed, common sense is not to
00111111011. 4D
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THE WORLD OF WORK

Education must be

useful as well as

satisfying and

enlightening

Garth Boomer
Chairman

Commonwealth

Schools Commission
Some weeks ago at a seminar de-
signed to give business and industry
insights into government. Senator
John Button Jecried Mat he saw as
Australis lack of a probe cut-
ter* He went on to denotmce the
mental void of may of our school
graduates with respect to business
and commerce in Austral'. As an
educator present at this address. I
found myself foaming on the evoca-
tive notion of productive alien. Al-
though Senator Button was not
referring specifically to schools in
presenting this notion. I began
thinking immediately of the impala-
dons for schooling. If Australia is to
have a productive culture: if Austra-
lia is to regain its former internation-
al economic status; then schooling
has a msjor port to play in develop-
ing young people with tbe capacity,
individually and collectively, to pro-
duce in the interests of the nation.

Whole most educators, induding
the Commonwealth Schools Com-
mission, have consistently rejected
narrowly instrumental notions that
schools should prepare diildren for
sped& vocational ends, to take
their place as wits in the workplace,
the time has come for those in the
education industry to join with all
other sectors of society to recon-
sider the purposes of schooling, to
sautinise content, methods and
goals. and to take action which
will enhance Australia's long term
productivity.

Of course, education has a re-
sponsibility to the culture and 'qual-
ity of life'. We need citizens who are
highly literate, communicative, so-
cially responsible. sensitive and
active in artistic endeavours, and
generally knowiedgeable. A sound
genenl education, which brit aka
yasseepeoble onto the adhere, is at the
heat of all advanced civilizations
but. 'culture' too often is seen as
somehow separate from the com-
merce, exdumge, aid daily business
of life. k the heart of any culture is
its econo.m. its ways of providing
for the well being of the people.
Education must be predicated on
this fimdamental conception of cul-
ture. Unpalatable as it may be to
those who cling to a view of educa-
tion as an entree to 'sweetness and
light', education must be, wed be
seen to be, undid as well as satisfy-
ing and enlightening. The interests
of individuals must be reconciled
with the interests of the nation.

Gatti Bonnier

Since the late seventies there has
been a growing tendency for schools
to emerge from the cloisters and to
begin talking to parents. employers
and other government departments.
The movement to reach out to the
community has been accelerated by
the need to reform senior secondary
curricula to take account of a much
broader range 4 clients staying on
at school. There is no doubt. how-
ever, that the economic troubles
facing Australia have acted as a
direct spur to educationists to take
more seriously the contribution of
education to the economy at this
time.

It would be fair to say that there
has been a certain amount of thrash-
* about and experiment as schools
come to terms with new demands
and challenges. It would also be fair
to say that there is still a good deal
of national confusion. inside and
outside education. as to where our
schools should be heading. In every
state of Australia systems are look-
ing to various kinds of curriculum
reform.

A most encouraging new factor is
the changing attitude of business and
industry to education. on the one
hand, and of education to business
and industry on the other. The ten-
dency of the late seventies and early
eighties was for employers to hurl
unsubstantiated cliches at schools
(the standards alarms) and for
schools to protest that they were
misunderstood. Now we find signs,
in recent reports such as the Busi-
ness Council of Australia survey on
client perceptions of education. of a
more serious and co-operative spir-
it Many of the criticisms are still
there but the tone of blame and re-
crimination has changed to expres-
sions of interest in being involved
and in offering help.

At the same time both at the
school and system level. there are
tangible signs of educators reaching
out to involve out-of-school inter-
ests in discussions about the cur-
riculum. Parent groups. especially.
have a key role to play in ensuring
that schools continue to engage with
their communities. Parents have a
central role to play in bridging the
gap between school and work.

The Commonwealth Schools

CUIPJOCULUM Dostopmerr IN AUSTPALIAN WHOM 1 JANUArt in 9
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Commission is seeking the input of
parents, unions, business, industry
and other government departments
to its major report on secondary
education and youth policy to be
published towards the end of 1986.
The final report, fri ilowing extensive
consultation, will clarify the pur-
poses of secondary education and
define the special role of secondary
education within the Government's
overall youth policy. It is evident
that the success of any youth policy
will depend on the quality of the edu-
cational foundations laid in schools.

The Curricaum Development
Cen2vi has recommended as high
pri ides new projects on Curricu-
htm and 'The World of Work and
Science for All, dkected at linking
schools and society. Projects in
methemstics and information tech-
nology, already under way, have a
stroog or towards appli-
cation and ant as opposed to book
knowledge There is a national
groundswell in curriculum agencies
to develop courses when
tine andand use in society are more
strongly embodied. This does nit
necesenty mum changing impor-
tant content and information. It
means nuking greater efforts to
show how knowledge connects with
the world at large. It means dia-
loging students to push what they
know into ass. It means promoting a
protinctim adhere in schools.

In discussing curricaum I want to
focus on six issues which relate to
the question of how to establish this
productive culture.

Relevance

Debates on relevance usually focus
on whether or not subjects/disci-
pines are relevant to individual
students or groups of students. 'Rel-
evance' in these debates means 'able
to be recognised by individuals as
pertinent to their present and imag-
ined future fives'. It is easy to see
that if schools took relevance in this
sense to its logical conclusions there
would be afferent courses for each
student, a logistical impossialty. At
its worst this concept of relevance
leads to courses strongly based in
the students' here-and-now which
tend to leave the learners trapped
within their present reality.

Where relevance is taken to mean
lately to lead to a particular VOCII
lion', a school may try to tailor its

courses to what it perceives to be
labour market demands. This may
give students an illusion of relevance
which could be shattered when the
labour market changes and yester-
day's vogue occupations give way to
new requirements. Once again rel-
evance as interpreted in terms of
zumculum offerings can be a trap.
Who can say what the specific job
profile of Australia will be in ten
years' time?

I suggest tat a more profitable
way to look at the cu rti,..ulum as it
relates to both the individual and the
nation is to consider not what is
presently relevant but rather what is
potentially relatable. This would
mean identifying challenging poten-
tidy powerful information and com-
petences which are likely to be of
long term general use to individuals
and the nation.

It means focussing on outcomes.
Whet kind of graduate ft= our
schools will best serve the culture
and the economy?

In Prime Minister Hawke's 1986
address to the nation on the econo-
my, the following characteristics of
the desired Australian were impact

persistence
courage and will
adaptabdity
imeginatirT1
enterprise
efficiency
know-bow
co-operativeness and team work
eorr_entration
technological competence.
These are attributes which are

dearly relatable to a wide range of
possible economic futures. In teach-
ing any particular subject we can
be inculcating these attitudes and
capacities.

Simplicity and

complexity

This leads to a consideration of effi-
dency and scope in the curriculum

One response to dinging societal
dram:trances and an increasing
clientele in secondary schools has
been to diversify the curriculum in
the name of relevance. This has
thrown huge resource pressures on
systems. There has been a press to
bring new tedmological devices.
psdicularty computers, into schools
to try to bring schools up-to-date.
New courses, whether in theatre

arts or applied electronics require
buildings, equipment. and suitably
trained teachers. These pressures
to diversify come, ironically, at a
time of severe budgetary restraint.
They also tend to fly in the face of
the reality that schools will never be
able to be up to date, given the rate
of knowledge escalation and tech-
nological change.

Another response, based on the
view that schools should not strive
for relevance (in the narrow sense
described above) and facing the fact
that. in any case, today's relevance
is tomorrow's redundance, might be
to develop a more common. simple
set of curriculum offerings taught in
way which produce long term
potentially relatable general knowl-
edge. attitudes, aptitudes and com-
petencies. This kind of response
would also acknowledge the prag-
matics of resource limits and the im-
possibility of covering all worthwhile
knowledge.

The school still has to make selec-
tions from the present knowledge
bank of the culture and might there-
fore opt for a sensible, balanced set
of courses based on a judgement
about what all Australian citizens
have a right to experience and know
about and what the nation requires
all its citizens to know and be able to
do. Faced with criticisms that it does
not offer certain courses a school
would respond by arguing that it is
teaching for higher order capacities
which could be applied at a later date
if students decided to take up a par-
ticular new discipline

I must say that, while admiring
the virtuosity of some secondary
schools in offering myriad choices
and pathways, I wonder whether all
the effort is really going to pay off
either in terms of an individual's fu-
ture or the weRieinsi of the nation.
certainly, if the diverse courses
continue to be taught in ways which
leave students dependent and
trained, rather than resourceful and
educated. I would say that re-
form is owelv coretic. is major

might be m containing stu-
dent unrest by giving them choice
and purporting to meet their present
needs and interests. Viewed retros-
pectively by those same students, it
may not be seen as a nutritious diet,
if it has left them limited in their
adaptabdity.

Whether schools opt for a rela-
tively simple and balanced cur-
riculum, or a 'multiple pathways'

10 CURIKULUIA MUMMA' IN AUSTRALIAN scums& JANUARY or
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scenario, I would suggest that the
economic well-being of the nation
depends on reforms in teaching
methods rather than subject matter.
If we sire to develop pro-active, in-
novative, independent thinkers and
doers, we must teach in ways which
imbue students with the confidence
to apply what they know in new
situations.

This means a reconstruing of the
ideal traditional classroom. based on
transmission of fact rather than
research and interpretation: on
reception and recitation rather than
production and self-evaluation. The
productive classroom will have dose
affinities with the workshop whether
in English. mathematics or technical
studies.

Hospitality

The term inciueive =Actium' has
pined in currency over the past
twelve months. Whether it will
emerge as a useful term or be so
variously interpreted as to become
flaccid, rennin to be seen. The
ideas behind it, however, are crucial
to the economic Suture of Australia.
A schooling system which engages,
supports. and encourages some of
its students while bing denoting
and depressing others is both inef-
&lent and unfair. Who would invest
in an industry which so patently
wastes its resources? The economic
future of Australia depends on the
fullest possible development of all
its resources. A well educated
creme de la creme would be ren-
dered highly ineffectual if it had to
lead a nation of functionaries with
low seit-eStee2L People who have a
low opinion of themselves are not
lately to be very productive.

The pedagok.al reform which I
have advocated must include re-
forms in bospitthly. Our schools and
classrooms must be organised and
conducted in ways which engage and
include groups which have. b the
put, statistically and actually been
poorly served by schoofing.

The prod school lice the
productive solety must be built
upon a 'fair go ethic. We are all in it
together.

Benign hospitality is not enough.
Giving minority groups and the dis-
advantaged access is necessary but
not sufficient True hospitality will
involve continued deliberate, sys-
tematic, special attention if discrimi-

natory tendencies of the past are to
be redressed and if all are to reach
the generalisable outcomes outlined
above.

The economic productivity of
Australia. as in Japan or West Ger-
many, depends on the depth, width
and resilience of its human re-
sources. We need a slogan of 'qual-
ity and a fair go for all'.

Demand

The famous Pygmalion' research of
Rosenthal is most pertinent to any
discussion about Australia and its
economy. Rosenthal demonstrated
that there is a dear relationship be-
tween what teathers expect and
what students produce. That is, stu-
dents tend to perform as they are
perceived. Treat a child as if be or
she is stupid and traits of stupidity
will begin to manifest. Conversely,
attend to the child as intelligent
thinker and one's thesis will tend to
be ccakmed. (There is also, by the
way, a clear message for parents in
this research.)

Much of the peat underachieve-
ment of girls. Abctigines, and wait-
ing class children could be blamed. I
suggest. on wants', teachers', and
society's attitudes., low expecuitioo,
and low demand

If we expect working class did-
dren to be less capable than middle
dais thidren our prophecies will be
fulfilled.

When all our teachers work from
a belief in the educability of all they
will persevere to 5nd ways of being
demendingly hospitable. In the long
term. inkority groups and the nation
will benefit.

Being successfully, demandingly
hospitable means exercising a very
deflate art in reaching, for each
chid. a proper armistice between
demand and hospitality.

Production

At the upper end of the secondary
school we have been too 'pure' for
our economic good. This is because
we are sull, by and large. offering
curricula appropriate to potential
university entrants based on univer-
sity requirements. These require-
ments validate pure mathematics,
pure science and pure English Op in
English literature) above application.
Looking at the productive culture of

senior secondary schools, one would
conclude that the work is largely
reproduction of evidence of knowl-
edge in the written form. 'Can say' is
valued over 'can do'; 'can write'; or
'can indicate' (in the case of multiple
choice tests), is valued above 'can
talk intelligently about'.

It is then. a highly stylised book-
ish culture. The majz technology or
tool is writing. The major technical
achievement in terms of know-how,
is how-to-pass-examinations.

The cost. in terms of attrition and
failure to achieve is high, let alone
the cost in self esteem.

There is increasing specialisation
in activity the closer one approaches
to Year 12. The use of alternative
media and tools which may have
been allowed in earlier years gives
way to the monotone of pen and
PaPer.

Some of the values and attitudes
listed above may be developed in
such a regime. Persistence cer-
tainly, is rewarded: so too is concen-
tration. Team work in such a race
between individuals is out of the
question. Adaptability, enterprise
and tedmological competence would
not rate highly in most courses.

The secret of a dynamic. produc-
tive culture. it seems to me. is will
or intention.

It is interesting that the West
Germans and Japanese seem to have
a more highly developed notion of
industrial democracy than Austral-
ians. Workers. as I understand, in
Japan and West Germany are en-
couraged to develop a corporate
loyalty and to identify with the goals
and products of the company. Prob-
lem solving by workers is encour-
aged as being in the interests of the
overall efficiency and effectiveness
of the company. Skill is not seen as a
static achievement. Workers are
continually learning through ex-
change and on-the-job re-training.
Workers are more willing to work,
intend to work and know what they
are producing and for what purposes.

Applied to the classroom the no-
tion of industrial democracy yields a
range of very useful suggestions. It
would indicate the need for teachers
to negotiate with students: for stu-
dents individually and in groups. to
make contracts: for co-operative es-
tablishment of criteria for assessing
products: and for class contribution
to curriculum reform.

To page 36
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000 From page 11

Education must
be useful as
well as

satisfying and

enlightening

In the more progressive of our
schools this kind of productive/
co-operative regime is being estab-
lished but at great cost in terms of
struggle and energy because society
continues to press for a credential-
ling system which does not value
productive capacity.

Politidans, employers. parents
and teachers need, ix concert, to
realise that the economic future of
Australis is jeopardised by a deeply
entrenched examining system that is
say, anachronistically inadequate.

Credentialling

The Latin verb 'credo', to believe. is
at the root of tredentialling'. Cre-
dentials tell us. or purport to tell
us. what we are to believe about a
student.

The present most highly devel-
oped credentiaL the HSC, matricula-
tion or Tertiary Entrance Score.
does not tell us much about 'can do',
or 'can produce' except to say that
this student 'an handle schoor, 'can
pass examinations' and 'can under-
stand certain concepts'.

It cannot tell us what we are to
believe about the range of attributes
that Mr Hawke would have the na-
tion inherit.

New forms of evaluating student
productivity need to be instituted.
These forms wait in the wings under
the banners of 'goal-based assess-
ment', 'wort-required assessment'
and 'negotiated criteria' but fear,
ignorance, and certain vested inter-
ests ensure that the old examining
ways remain peramount. The fear is
that standards will drop if schools
develop alternative assessment pro-
cedures. The ignorance is about just
bow bankrupt of meaning norm-
referenced, scaled marks really are.
The vested interests are those who
find the tertiary entrance score a
convetient sorting device for differ-
ent ptuposes.

Without reforms to extend the
range of methods of assessment to
encompass evaluation of the stu-
dents' productive capacity in talk.
manipulation of various media, and in
construction, using wood, metal and
plastic, the vision of a productive
culture will remain elusive.

Conclusion

In taking up Senator Button's dial-
lenge about productive culture we
are by no means starting from
scratch.

There are promising initiatives oc-
curring around Australia at preset
The Participation and Equity
Program has had a remarkable influ-
ence in supporting curriculum refornx
credentialreg agencies are making
promising changes and are beginning
to a=eclit courses requiring student

^ production.
The Commonwealth Schools

Comnission and the Curriculum De-
velopment Centre have a significant
role to play, working both within the
education sector and beyond it with
groups, such as parent organisa-
tion& to make known the kinds of
educational structures and practices
which will contribute to national
well-being and pcosperity.

hi addition to this role, the Com-
monwealth and state governments
have undertaken a number of initia-
tives which will yield national
benefits.

The interim national policy on the
education. of girls recently approved
in principle by the Australian Edu-
cation Council will bring together
system throughout Australia to ad-
dress equity issues and issues of
educational outcomes for girls. It is
dear that the resources of Aus-
tralia's women have often been
overlooked and undervalued. The
national policy will draw attention to
past deficiencies and lead to action
to overcome them.

A national task force on disadvan-
taged schools is looking, amongst
other things, at developing objec-
tives and processes which will lead
to curriculum refonns and a more
concerted and deliberate drive in
schools to improve the educational
achievement of children disad-
vantaged through poor economic
circumstances.

In terms of curriculum develop-
ment, the national Mathematics

C irriculum and Teach "! Pro-
ject. is collecting resource materials
which will help teachers to link
mathematics with its use in society.
Similarly. as mentioned, the devel-
oping project. Science for All. will
have a strong orientaticn towards
application.

Perhaps the most significan aew
work of the Commission is in the
area of credentialling, which, I have
suggested. is a crucial element in
any reforms towards productivity.
In 1985. the Curriculum Develop-
ment Centre produced a national
survey of certification in upper sec-
ondary education. This has been
followed up by a project of national
significance in which heads of each
major credentialling agency in Aus-
tralia are investigating the effects of
tertiary pre-requisites on courses in
the senior secondary school.

All these initiatives point to a
growing realisation that, in order to
come to terms with pressing chal-
lenges to education, as it relates
both to the culture and the econo-
my, a national effort is needed. The
abiding key issues flow across all
state boundaries and. at this time of
limited resources. co- opertive en-
deavours make sound strategic.
economic, and educational sense.

In this respect, the forthcoming
report by the Commission on sec-
ondary education and youth policy,
will bring together advice collected
through intensive wide ranging con-
sultations to provide a national focus
an the major problems to be ad-
dressed. In doing this, the Com-
mission will recommend on how
Commonwealth programs can follow
through on the advances already
made through the Participation
and Equity Program and other
specific purpose programs.

The parents of Australia have a
most important partnership role to
play in the work at the school level.
through their councils and commit-
tees; at the system level. through
their federations and associations;
and nationally through the Australian
Council of State School Organisa-
tions and the Australian Parents'
Council. The quality of our emerging
solutions will depend on the quality
of shared understandings between
teachers, parents and the wider
conimunity about the educational
foundations most likely to ensure
individual well-being and national
prosperity
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July Elections l'ose Uncertainties for Australian Colleges and Universities
By GOMM MUSLIN

mutuouare
When Australians vote for a new gov-

ernment on July I1. advocates of higher
educed= may And it difiladt to choose
the best pofidcal party for their cause.

The governing Labor Party, which has
increased federal finds for colleges and
univinities every year since its election in
l9%',. has proposed a decrease in such ex-
penditures nut year.

Memewhie, the Liberal Partythe mein
conservative opposition --is advocating a
"free market" approach in which at least
20 per cut of the federal higher-education
budget would be set aside for scholarships
that students could use at /Window of
their chinas.

The idea has hardly been the subject of
widespread endonements by ermine-
does representing Australian colleges and
universides.

Prime Minister Bob Hawke decided to

schedule next month's election earlier than
had been expected, in part because of in-
ternal bickering among the conserva-
tivesthe Liberals and the weaker Na-
tional Party. Opinion polls showed that the
Labor Party, tinning on a record of eco-
nomic management, was likely to win by a
margin of S to 8 per cent.

In addition, Mr. Hawke found that his
party's plan to curtail government spend-
img in the face of huge deficits did not gen-
erate mach public opposidon.

1.11-Pet. Cut Eavisiomed

For higher education. the plan envisions
reducha this year's 112.3-bellion (Austra-
lian budget by 1.6 per cent over the next
two yens. Is contrast, illation-adjusted
spending for higher educed= was in-
creased 8 per cent over the past four years.
Wadi= a 2.6-per-cent pin in 196647 .

The plan would mike a proportionately
Continued on Following Page

Australis's Prise Minister Bob
Hawke advocates a 1.6 -pier -cent

cut in higher-education spending.

Australian Elections Pose Uncertainties
for Colleges and Universities
Comelmead jk w Preamke Ps. ettpmdsd. It remain to be seen
tiger at in haul Ws An so- whether her views will persuade Mr.
celled TAPS COkillSINSISti0111 Hawks m add hods far halter educe-
that provide "Ischeial mil turner ties.
kik! eincation." ney would lose The amservatives' free-market
wady 10 par cent of some 11313-mil- plen was desaked in policy iam-
bs thee has hen memerted mainly meets last monde. It called for giving
An mid expoodkures. over des colleges seed taker:ides more as.
asst two yeas. dimity over site mattes as sank-

dome. stalkg, the determinstion of
their acedusic empires. and pan-

ne ads have been proposed de- sing. Conservatives said that would
spite a sebemsda hems. in the de- feeble imainetioas to satisfy educe
mead An hie= amain hen. As dosed denude more effectively.
estimated 20.000 student were The Liberal Party said the pro.
used away from usiversides or col- posed set-asides for scholarships
bps of adman education die would give etude= "much wider
year, pverimum data hilicate, and oppomaides for entry to higher edu-
palms as many as 100.000 failed to cation and a much greater influence
get a pace in TAPS caws. onr the asps of institutional offer-

The government bee also decided lags.
to Mica looloploperat benefits
wont shown:I a week for 16- sad 17 Prioolo7 to SeboloollbiP Sodomy
rear-olds who leave school to look The pin would require institutions
An wen. lanced, the pvammeat to give priority to scholarship bold-
will revile SW-a-west "job-search ere, who would be selected under a
allowances." new system of assessment. Individ-

About 60,000 Australis= is that sal Winn= would be free to de-
ep group leave school each year. the cider whether to scrap. maintain. or
pvernment says. and one in fear 13- infuses a cootroversial $250 admin.
to 191er-olds seeking wort does =ratios fee introduced by the
not And it--se ummploannt rate Hawke government this year at all
three times the 'wind average. insitudon. Previously, higher edu-

Educed= Minister Sum Ryan, cation was virtually tree for all Aus-
Wks* dot tbe govenumi would train students.
manor the Waste of the severe- Hwy modems won afraid the fee
meat's speedia propene ea you= woad be raised, but M . Ryan prom-
people, said Amalie's system of iced that it would go up only to keep
postseccakey mandeoapecal- pace wide acreages is the cost of y-
ly the TAPS 410iSli to be big.

Lamas in Derail
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